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The Kitáb-i-íqán 1946 a journey through the book of certitudethe kitáb i Íqán is one of the
most important writings of bahá u lláh the founder of the bahá í faith bahá u lláh revealed
this book within the space of two days and two nights in the last years of his stay in baghdád
ah 1278 ad 1862 according to shoghi effendi the guardian of the bahá í faith the kitáb i Íqán
sets forth in outline the grand redemptive scheme of god and it occupies a position
unparalleled by any work in the entire range of the bahá í literature except the kitáb i aqdas
bahá u lláh s most holy book this current book is a record of the journey that the author has
taken through the kitáb i Íqán over a period of 12 years it is not an interpretation or a
critical analysis of the content of the book neither does it provide any personal opinion it
primarily guides reader through a systematic study of the Íqán while providing some background
information on topics raised by bahá u lláh in each paragraph it is called a tutorial as it
attempts to simulate as much as possible the tutor tutored relationship in a self paced
personal study all the references in the tutorial are sourced either from authoritative bahá í
materials or obtained from other reliable sources the 290 paragraphs of the kitáb i Íqán are
apportioned for study to 58 chapters the size and complexity of each chapter reflects the
content and intricacy of the issues addressed in the paragraphs included therein each chapter
starts with an introduction that highlights the key ideas then in a coherent manner background
information on the terminologies references and mystical concepts inherent in each paragraph
is provided the tutorial covers the 266 topics embedded in the kitáb i Íqán this second
edition of the book which was originally released in 2012 contains many editing improvements
and some changes and additions to the content
The Kitáb-i-íqán 1974 one of the foremost books of the revelation of baha u llah the kitab i
iqan contains baha u llah s explanations of the basic tenets of the baha i faith and of the
continuity of religion as it has been revealed throughout the ages this book affirms the unity
of the prophets the universality of their message the identity of their fundamental teachings
the sanctity of their scriptures and the twofold character of their stations the book
elucidates allegorical passages from the new testament and the qur an that have caused
misunderstandings among religious leaders termed by shoghi effendi the most important book
written on the spiritual significance of the cause it should be read and read over again by
every soul who desires to serve baha u llah publisher s website
The Kitab-I-Iqan 1950 this sacred text lays down the basic teachings of bahá u lláh on the
essential unity of purpose behind the manifestations of god and explains the solid spiritual
meaning of most literally interpreted predictions consisting of over two hundred pages written
in the space of just two days its remarkable lucidity its foundational explanation of the
universal purpose behind religion its clarification of how to foster authentic human spiritual
nature and its assistance in helping to clear away long held distractions and misapprehensions
principally from the accumulated traditions of judaism christianity and islam while
reinforcing their genuine divine origin make this work one of the pivotal writings of his
unmatched dispensation no reader who weighs even a small part of its content can deny that he
or she has in their hands something welling out from a realm beyond the normal range of human
inspiration
The Kitáb-I-Íqán 2021-08-17 according to shoghi effendi the kitab i iqan the book of certitude
should be mastered by every baha i and those who are interested in baha i faith the book of
certitude was written by baha u llah the founder of the baha i faith as one of the main
spiritual texts given to humanity it is complex intricate and more beautiful each time it is
read with the help of this new self study guide by dr sohrab kourosh engage with the book of
certitude on a deeper level than ever before new meanings connections and allusions will
become clear and lead you down new paths of spiritual study kourosh has compiled a wide range
of useful contextual information that identifies more obscure theological philosophical and
religious terms he shows the connections to other religious texts and sacred scriptures and he
provides more information about references to historical events kourosh also deciphers the
references to other writings of baha u llah as well as writings of the bab abdu l baha and
shoghi effendi which will help illuminate complex passages according to the teachings of baha
u llah spiritual texts are of no benefit if they can t be understood shoghi effendi stated
that this book should be thoroughly studied use this guide to honor his advice
A Tutorial on the Kitáb-i-Íqán 2012-02-06 the materials gathered together in this study
companion are intended to stimulate study of bahá u lláh s book of certitude the kitáb i Íqán
shoghi effendi called the kitáb i Íqán bahá u lláh s masterly exposition of the one unifying
truth underlying all the revelations of the past bahá u lláh himself stated that all the
scriptures and the mysteries thereof are condensed into this brief account the study of this
important work of bahá u lláh is vital to an understanding of the basic truths of our faith
the materials gathered together in this study companion are intended to stimulate study of
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bahá u lláh s book of certitude the kitáb i Íqán with repeated use in classes they have
evolved over a number of years into their present form which may be used for both individual
and group study it is intended that these notes will assist the student of the Íqán to acquire
a broader vision of its fundamental themes and truths and prove a convenient point of
reference for explanations not always at hand the study companion includes annotations to the
Íqán major themes of the Íqán identified by shoghi effendi a new index to the Íqán a suggested
course of study for the Íqán
Kitab-i-iqan 1989 the kitáb i Íqán is one of many books held sacred by followers of the bahá í
faith it is sometimes referred to as the book of iqan or simply the iqan
The Kitáb-i-íqán 1931 here is the first full volume in english devoted to a study of the kitáb
i Íqán a book designated by the guardian of the bahá í faith as foremost among the priceless
treasures cast forth from the billowing ocean of bahá u lláh s revelation christopher buck a
bahá í scholar of islamic studies elucidates bahá u lláh s explanations of the symbolic
language found in the qur an and in the gospels bahá u lláh offers new insight into the
meanings of these verses and buck illustrates how through those meanings the kitáb i Íqán
forms a bridge to a new revelation through extensive research buck shares the history of the
revelation of the kitáb i Íqán the rhetorical techniques which bahá u lláh uses in this work
and its early publication in india at bahá u lláh s command he also answers the attacks that
non bahá í critics have directed against it a must read for students of bahá í scripture
The Kitáb-I-Íqán 2019-06-04 the kitáb i Íqán is one of many books held sacred by followers of
the bahá í faith one bahá í scholar states that it can be regarded as the most influential
quran commentary in persian outside the muslim world because of its international audience it
is sometimes referred to as the book of iqan or simply the iqan
Kitáb-i-Íqán 1982 the kit b i q n by bah u ll h
The Book of Certitude 2003 チャネリング本の原点 時を超えて永遠の輝きを放つ セス の言葉 1972年にアメリカで発刊され 世界に衝撃を与えた歴史的名著 現在のス
ピリチュアル時代の発端となった書です 思考が現実を創造する の元祖 セス 肉体の中に魂が宿るのではなく 魂が肉体をまとうのです 私たちの思考や観念が現実を創るのです 宇宙の生命力 創造性
愛という霊性のすべてが詰まった本書 高次元存在であるセスが 魂の仕組み 物質を超えた次元についてわかりやすく丁寧に説いていきます 宇宙は多次元的であり 私たちは肉体を超えた存在であることが
腑に落ちる一冊
Self Study Notes for the Kitáb-I-Íqán 2017-01-19 this general monograph on the baha is and
their religion places new emphasis on the sociology of contemporary baha i including a
thorough case study of a european baha i community and of the life at the baha i world centre
A Companion to the Study of the Kitáb-i-Íqán 1998 reading the sacred scriptures from oral
tradition to written documents and their reception examines how the scriptures came to be
written and how their authority has been constructed and reinforced over time highlighting the
measures taken to safeguard the stability of oral accounts this book demonstrates the care of
religious communities to maintain with reverence their assembled parchments and scrolls
written by leading experts in their fields this collection chronicles the development of the
scriptures from oral tradition to written documents and their reception it features notable
essays on the scriptures of hinduism judaism buddhism zoroastrianism confucianism daoism
christianity islam sikhism shinto and baha i this book will fascinate anyone interested in the
belief systems of the featured religions it offers an ideal starting point from which
undergraduate and postgraduate religious studies students teachers and lecturers can explore
religious traditions from their historical beginnings
The Kitab-i-Iqan 2021-04-05 explores all aspects of the baha i faith from the original s of
its founder baha u llah to the modern day communities that exist in 236 countries and
territories throughout the world the youngest of the world religions the baha i faith is also
one of the fastest growing having increased from 200 000 followers worldwide in 1950 to more
than six million members today originally founded in 1863 this religion s essential belief
centers around the unity of all religions and the abolition of racial class and religious
prejudices this volume explores all aspects of the baha i faith from the original teachings of
its founder baha u llah to the modern day communities that exist in 235 countries and
territories throughout the world description from amazon co uk april 23 2012
Symbol and Secret 1995 growing out of the teachings of the b b who introduced the idea of the
coming of a great prophet the one promised in the scriptures of all the world s major
religions the bah faith was founded by bah u ll h when in 1866 he publicly declared that he
was the one the b b prophesized the 2nd edition of the historical dictionary of the bah faith
presents a general historical overview of both b b and bah religions as well as a theological
overview of the bah faith from their inception in the mid 19th century to the middle of 2005
it presents biographical details of the founders and central figures along with numerous
leaders and pioneers most of the basic principles and precepts as well as aspects of its
organization and administration through the use of photographs a list of acronyms a chronology
an introductory essay a bibliography hundreds of cross referenced dictionary entries on nearly
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every aspect of the religion and appendixes listing the genealogy of the founders statistical
information and lists of apostles disciples hands of the cause knights of bah u ll h as well
as of more than 930 believers who have contributed to its growth and development this book is
a fundamental tool for finding information on all things related to the bah faith
Le Livre de la certitude (Kitáb-I-Íqán) 1987 what is the nature of the qur an it might seem a
straightforward question but there is no consensus among modern communities of the qur an both
muslim and non muslim about the answer and why should there be on numerous occasions
throughout history believers from different schools and denominations and at different times
and places have agreed to disagree the qur anic interpreters jurists and theologians of
medieval baghdad cairo and cordoba coexisted peacefully in spite of their diverging beliefs
seeking to revive this ethics of disagreement of classical islam this volume explores the
different relationships societies around the world have with the qur an and how our
understanding of the text can be shaped by studying the interpretations of others from lgbt
groups to urban african american communities this book aims to represent the true diversity of
communities of the qur an in the twenty first century and the dialogue and debate that can
flow among them
Kitab-I-Iqan 2016-04-04 the book investigates the twelve baha i principles and teachings the
novelty of these teachings as is claimed by baha is and the actions of baha i leaders such as
baha u llah and abdu l baha with respect to these teachings are also researched
The Kitab-I-Iqan 2017-05-14 succinctly describes 140 sacred texts dating from the earliest
times to the present in relation to the cultures that created them
Book of Certitude 1974 an introduction to the baha i faith that challenges readers to view
religion civilization and spirituality in a new way religion on the healing edge what baha is
believe examines the defining beliefs animating the baha i faith and its distinctive practices
which are intended to change the world author frank stetzer offers insights into the baha i
community and its vision to establish a new global civilization based on the recognition of
the oneness of humanity the vision he presents is a bold and audacious one full of unique
opportunities and unusual challenges a marvelous book for anyone interested in learning more
about the mission of the baha i faith and the relevance of its teachings
セスは語る 1999-06-01 ベストセラー 待望の改訂復刊
Citizens of the World 2018-08-14 join a cold case detective as he uncovers the truth about
jesus using the same approach he employs to solve real murder cases detective j warner wallace
was skeptical of the bible s claims about jesus but he d investigated several no body homicide
cases in which there was no crime scene no physical evidence and no victim s body he wondered
if the truth about the historical jesus could be investigated in the same way in person of
interest cold case detective and bestselling author j warner wallace describes his own
personal investigative journey from atheism to christianity as he carefully sifts through the
evidence from history alone without relying on the new testament in this book you ll
understand like never before how jesus the most significant person in history changed the
world and why he still matters today learn how to think like a cold case detective by using an
innovative and unique fuse and fallout investigative strategy which you can also use to
examine other claims of history explore and learn how to respond to common objections to
christianity creative compelling and fully illustrated person of interest will strengthen the
faith of believers while engaging those who are skeptical and distrusting of the new testament
gospel accounts
The Baha'i Faith: 1974-06-01 in a world of multinational commerce satellite broadcasting
migration terrorism and global arms dealing what is said and how it is said in one society can
no longer be isolated from what is said and how it is said in another debating muslims focuses
on iranian culture shi ite islam and iranians in the united states offering an experiment in
postmodern ethnography and an invitation to think in a multifaceted way about islam in the
contemporary world
Reading the Sacred Scriptures 2017-07-14 memories of africa events experienced in southern
africa by robert mazibuko the teaching of the bahá í faith in southern africa continued
regardless of the fact that we were in fear that growth might have been arrested for a time if
the pioneers were to be sent out of the country we were not a contra culture but a culture
that grew in friendship and peace among the bahá ís as they came out of obscurity in the mid
eighties this story is about those times and the memories that were etched in our minds if we
forgot such memories we would have forgotten ourselves we are awed by the audacity of the
early believers in teaching their faith and their steadfastness in pursuing life according to
bahá í ideals
Baha'i Faith 2009
Historical Dictionary of the Baha'i Faith 2006-12-21
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